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 Cut Gumball Green card stock to 4-1/4 x 11” and score at 5-1/2”, cut the Raspberry Ripple  

card stock 3-1/2 x 5”.   You will also need to cut a piece of the Be of Good Cheer Designer 

series paper at 3-1/2 x 3”.   

 Use your Labels Collection Framelit ( #125598) to cut a Label in the DSP to fit on the front of 

the Gumball Green card front.  I believe that I used the 3rd framelit for that.  

 Use the Window Frames Framelits (#129021) to cut a tag out of the Raspberry Ripple.   

 Stamp your sentiment on Whisper White card stock and cut it out with the extra large oval 

punch (#119859).  Also cut out a scallop circle with the 1-1/4” scallop circle punch (#127811) 

from the Whisper White. 

 I used the Dotted Scallop Ribbon Border punch (#119275) to cut two pieces 4-1/4” for the 

front of my card. 

 I embossed the front of my Gumball Green card with the Lacey Brocade Embossing folder  

(#127819) in my Big Shot.   

 I then trimmed one inch from the top of my embossed card front. 



 

 I put this part of the card together by using sticky strip on the inside edges to seal this 

and make a sleave out of it to slide the gift card holder into.  I added the dotted 

scallop ribbon pieces I punched to the top and bottom edges of the embossed front of 

the card.  I layered the DSP Label, the Window Frame label and then the oval 

sentiment.  (My sentiment was created on My Digital Studio with one of the Christmas 

brush sets.  I love this…I don’t need to own every stamp set, I can print a lot of 

sentiments and images from the MDS software!) 

 

 The inner tag was created by attaching the Whisper White scallop circle I punched to 

the top of the Raspberry Ripple piece of card stock.  I punched a ½” hole in the center 



of the scallop using the ½” circle punch ( #119869) and tied my Gumball Green 

Sweater Trim(#127838) inside the hole.  I then cut diagonally at each side of the tag to 

give it the tag shape.   

 The DSP I cut was attached with sticky strip to the front of the tag and the gift card 

slides into this slot. 

 

 This tag slides into the other one and your gift card holder is complete! 
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